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This event is taking place on stolen land.
We would like to acknowledge the traditional
custodians, the Gadigal peoples of the Eora
nation, on which this event is taking place. The
Gadigal are sandstone and saltwater people, and
Eora was the first site of colonisation after the
British invasion. We pay respects to their warriors,
Pemulwuy, Tedbury, and Arabanoo and pay
respect to past, present, & emerging elders.
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There are many feminisms, and many speaking
for feminism. Instead of looking for answers, or
speaking for women, we have some questions
for feminism coming from within systems of sonic
affect, or using sound as an acoustic mirror for
society. Questions like, how is music one of the
desire industries? How do everyday practices
and cultures of hearing work to police some
utterances but not others? Baffling, muffling and
amplifying: What is emitting the noise that is in
itself a silence? Can lower frequency listening
help us to hear how power works on and through
us sonically? What tones, what attunement is
required if we want to do this? And what volume?
help us to hear how power works on and through
us sonically? What tones, what attunement is
required if we want to do this? And what volume?
Can I get more volume?
Can you turn me up?
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WAIALI
You arrived, voiceless.
Naked hippo rat
jellybean of patchy fur
clingy clawed darling
mitten in a picnic basket:
you were always a child of promised
leaving
In thinking of your body
and of how you must have lain
cold and quiet and no breath,
Baiame you have made me empty —
all my songs
were her name.
~ Evelyn Araluen Corr
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Do I blossom or do I rust?
~ Maysa Abouzeid
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I’m hosting FM[X]. In short, I’m collaborating with FM[X] artists and making

so

a playlist that reflects their musical interests. It will be played in between

res

performances, culminating in a dance party at the end of each night. For

kin

ezzo Snot ~ FM[X] DJ Host

the dance party, I invited Hannah Brontë, Del Lumanta, Kimchi Princi, and
Matka to DJ with me. We’ll be playing music which not only responds to
the question “What does a feminist methodology sound like?”, but also
makes you shake your damn ass. I’m hoping to broadcast the dance party
at least, or the entire event ideally. I think it’s good to ask what something
sounds like, but we need to make sure the people that need the message
the most can hear it.
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so we just made things a bit on the fly.... revolving around our oft hilarious
responses to tinder world....
kinda subtle but hopefully gets a flavour of the responses thru...
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What I plan to do at FM[X] is to stand on stage with a microphone, a Korg

My

Electribe and a prop telephone, and work on beats while I have a loosely

mi

scripted fictional conversation with an unheard friend over the phone about

It’s

how a highly revered superstar rapper has just hired me to be the sole

to

producer on his long-awaited, long-delayed album that legally must be

alw

released in two days, and I’m about to become the eighth most famous

bu

trans woman on the planet as a result, and I really would have preferred

co

it if this could have happened a year or two later instead, rather than now,

wit

when my politics are still a bit scrambled and I’ve only been on hormones

It s

for a few months and my beard is still growing out.
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My piece will be a sort of textual assemblage, read aloud. I’m planning to

mix strictly versed poetry, personal anecdote, and more formal expositions.

ut

It’s called My Love is as Big as a House Fire and will be about the impulse
to ‘burn it all down’ in communities and relationships, how that impulse is
always self-implicating. I’m going to include recent moments where I almost
burnt down my house in Sydney, which used to be a lesbian separatist
colony (the irony of this is self-evident), also touching on fights that I’ve had
with housemates in the past, the self-combustion of facebook groups, etc.
It should be between 10 and 15 minutes long. I’m also looking at including
sound play and recordings of my own voice that alternates with live-read
textual selections. But at the very minimum I’m going to have ambient
fireplace noise playing underneath the whole thing.
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So we’ll listen together. The room will be full of involuntary sounds. You’ll be
breathing, blood pumping and maybe clearing your throats. It’s the start of
spring, so some of us will be sniffling and cursing the flowers and the grasses under our breath. You’ll be standing, or cross-legged on the floor, I’ll be
sitting, probably, as that’s the most ergonomic way to play the harp. Did
you know that already? I’ll more than likely play acoustic in the middle of
the room - if you’re on the floor, the excited strings will vibrate through the
soundboard and through the floorboards. If your skin is listening, you’ll hear
the harp in your ass.
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I will do a talk about everything?
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gangguy: Standing in Standpoint

Ga

velyn Araluen Corr

mo
Gangguy, black snake, is a performance of both place and placelessness,

tog

constellating around the act of shedding. In a series of poems responding

pla

to the language and ideology of feminist standpoint theory, this performance

an

explores my positionality as a young Aboriginal woman across landscapes

pe

of both culture and philosophy.
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abi Briggs

Gabi will be undertaking a performative action between herself and her
mother for FMX, where her mother will shave Gabi’s head and then
together they will burn her hair in an act of self protection. This will take
place as a private performance. Gabi would like to record the action

ce

and then present the sound as part of an installation of the traces of the

s

performance.
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inda Dement

Instructional slogans to implement a feminist methodology in daily life.
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Madboots front people are 2 women who are sisters (Angelica and Dewi).
Our performance is heavily influenced by internet hiphop and comedy, thus

I

our shows hover close to the realm of car salesman/motivational speakers/
good Sunday church outing. In short we have a Dj, a male dancer (music
producer) and 2 woman making lots of noise.
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Hypersext is a performance project that emulates the fun, catchy, easily-

Fe

accessible pop and rap music played on commercial radio stations, with
explicit lyrics that cater to an expanded, more inclusive view of sexual

Wo

identity and experience from a queer, feminist perspective. Using an

ide

interventionist methodology, this project appropriates capitalist systems of

in

labour, production and dissemination to leverage value via the attention

mi

economy for a non-heteronormative feminism embedded in contemporary

Ira

mainstream culture. Expressed through a highly personal lens,

cu

Hypersext creates an aesthetic language that expresses a politicised but

mi

celebratory experience of female queerness, bisexuality and empowered

ad

hypersexuality.
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aba Vasefi

Feminism in Exile. New wave of Decolonial feminism.
Women suffer injustice in Iran because their voices are not heard, and their
ideas are not considered viable. As a campaigner against the death penalty
in Iran, I noticed that the testimonies of women on death row are frequently
misunderstood, rejected or used against them. This occurs not just in
Iran, but in countries such as Australia, where they seek asylum. Even
cultural diversity is not enough, because many refugee women are fleeing
misogynist cultures. We need to think about decolonising human rights’
advocacy, human rights’ organisations, arts, literature and media industries.
Underrepresentation of refugee women is a subtle and covert form of
subjugation and oppression. My talk strives to unveil how marginalisation
and subordination of women of colour are legitimised and normalized.
Furthermore, I will try to question the common misconception that these
women are uneducated consumers of Western culture.
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Maysa Abouzeid (VIC)
I’ve been writing and performing since the age of 16 and I’ve performed over
60 gigs - including headlining at the Arab American Comedy Festival at Gotham
Comedy Club, New York and performing at Melbourne Fringe. My mum is Italian
and my dad is Egyptian, I’m a Muslim who does judo, and my dog is a Labrador
named Clementine. Move over Fat Pizza - one of my routines is IT’S A BLIND
ARAB CHICK THING, and that kind of sums it up.
Frances Barrett (NSW)
Frances Barrett is an artist and curator who works across performative and live
modes, collaborative models and socially engaged processes. Her practice is
informed by queer and feminist methodologies and the histories of performance
art practice. Frances is a lead artist of the Barbara Cleveland Institute (BCI) with
Kate Blackmore, Kelly Doley & Diana Smith who in 2016 will present new work
at 20th Biennale of Sydney and Art Gallery of New South Wales. Frances’ solo
work has recently been presented by Liquid Architecture, Australian Experimental
Art Foundation, 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian Art, and Firstdraft. She is
the Curator of Contemporary Performance at Campbelltown Arts Centre, a
multidisciplinary arts organization located on Tharawal land in South West Sydney.
Gabi Briggs (VIC)
I am a Koori woman descending from the Anaiwan and Gumbangier (Aboriginal)
nations situated on the unceded lands of northern New South Wales, Australia.
I have spent the majority of my life on Anaiwan country in the regional centre of
Armidale where I maintain strong connections to both community and place. I
am currently studying a Bachelor of Fine Arts at RMIT, majoring in Print Imaging
Practise. I have identified that I live within a bubble, an Indigenous paradigm that
revolves around dialogues of sovereignty, decolonization, Indigenous feminism
and survival. My practice as an artist is informed by these conversations and it
is critical for my own personal and academic development that I continue these
conversations with my International Indigenous brothers and sisters.
Hannah Brontë (QLD)
Hannah Brontë is an artist exploring the vast depth of female strength. Through
politically charged rap videos, traditionally woven armour, to deconstructed
feminist banners Brontë challenges patriarchal and colonial views of women and
invites you to join her in the revolution.
Clare Cooper (NSW)
I’m a harpist and an over-sharer, it’s true. After the birth of my daughter, my Mum
told me I was sharing too much information about the birth and about the insanity
that ensued in the months after. She said it might deter women from having their
own babies. Sharing stories, caring. I’ve found that most “artist bios” perpetuate
the valuing of things that de-value community and interconnectivity, but I still tick
the boxes, I hope I stop doing that one day. I’ll play the harp with you.
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Evelyn Araluen Corr (NSW)
Evelyn Araluen is a poet, researcher, and teacher living between Dharug and
Gadigal lands, with ancestral ties to the Bundjalung nation. Both her creative and
academic work traverse connections of language, country, and culture through and
beyond the constraints of colonialisation. Her writing can be found in Overland,
Southerly, ARNA, and Hermes journals.
Linda Dement (NSW)
Linda Dement is a Sydney based artist who has worked in arts computing since
the late 1980s. Her digital practice spans the programmed, performative, textual
and virtual. Her work deals with issues of disturbance, commingling psycho-sexual
corporeality and the digital and electronic, giving form to the difficult territory of the
unbearable.
Leila El Rayes (NSW)
Leila’s practice revolves around the merging of opposites, exploring the tensions
between her Egyptian and Palestinian heritages, whilst being born and raised in
a Western country. She speaks to both the personal, and broader issues relating
to the lived experience of being an Islamic, Arab & Australian woman. Aiming to
celebrate the melding of different worlds and contexts whilst conveying themes of
hardship and growth, resulting in the kaleidoscope of individuality within cultures.
The autobiographical works react to and explore exoticisation and ’the other’. She
displays works of various mediums including Video, Sound, Painting, Sculpture
and Installation. She creates an experience of absorption, allowing the viewer to
engage in a facet of Arab culture and discussion in the contemporary world they
may not have had previous mental or physical access to.
Chloe Alison Escott (TAS)
If you know me from somewhere it’s probably as the one in the Native Cats who
wore dresses at shows for a couple of years and then expanded that into what you
might call a permanent all-round life thing. How about I leave the bio as “music
and comedy and writing” cos I’m having a pretty good run lately of being asked to
do stuff loosely within those fields that I’ve never tried before and instead of saying
no I say “ah yeah I’ll give it a crack” and then I smash it.
Jessica Lee Hansell AKA COCO SOLID (NZ)
COCO SOLID aka Jessica Lee Hansell is a musician, writer, artist and speaker
from Aotearoa New Zealand. She is a member of groups Parallel Dance Ensemble
(permanent Vacation Records) and Badd Energy (Flying Nun). Currently she runs
an inclusive club night called Kuini Qontrol, creates the cult animation cartoon
Aroha Bridge and is writing her first film. Coco is also working on a comic book
project called Foodcore which orbits around her psychospiritual outlook, her Māori
German Samoan backgrounds and most importantly food.
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Roslyn Helper (NSW)
Roslyn Helper is an artist and curator interested in the effects of new technologies
on society, culture and politics. Roslyn uses performative actions and immaterial
processes to reveal and question the organic, synthetic and interpersonal
architectures that govern our experiences of everyday life. Her practice is
inextricably linked to the contemporary environment: the networked society,
unbounded freedom of information, free market economies, crowd-sourced cultural
capital, and the increasingly blurred online/ offline divide. Roslyn holds a BA
(media communications) from the University of Sydney and an MA in Arts Politics
from Tisch School of the Arts, New York University. She has presented work for
the Biennale of Sydney, Performance Space, Kaldor Public Art Projects, Sydney
Festival, Underbelly Arts Lab and Festival, PACT Centre for Emerging Artists and
the Festival of Live Art (FoLA).
Del Lumanta (NSW)
Del Lumanta is an artist from Sydney. She has exhibited in Sydney and
Melbourne, including recent shows at 55 Sydenham Rd, Knulp and MOP Projects.
She plays in experimental synth duo Video Ezy and currently coordinates Double
Vision, a series of free-form gigs showcasing the practice of DIY, sound and ‘other’
musicians at Verge Gallery.
Madboots (QLD)
Madboots is a audio/ visual performance. The members are part of a bigger
collective called Areaboys. They all live in the same street in Dutton Park,
Brisbane, and walk from house to house making music and videos. Madboots &
the AreaBoys are: Dewi Djamal Wilson (Madboots) - lyrics/raps/video; Angelica
Roache-Wilson (Madfoam) - back up raps; Hayato (Madgif) music production but
during live sets brings stage presence vibes; and James Vincent (Dj Returnagain
aka Madgains) – Scratches and cuts / recording mixing
Matka (NSW)
Matka didn’t set out to be a promoter. Starting out as a DJ in 2013, she began
to notice the underrepresentation of female music and performers in the Sydney
scene, and in early 2015 took steps to remedy it by founding a bimonthly feminist
and inclusive club night called Honey, which champions female and gendernon-conforming talent. As a DJ, she favours a blend of rap, alternative hip hop,
electronic, club and bass music, and having played at some of Sydney’s biggest
events – including sold-out international supports, One Day Sundays, Halfway
Crooks and Heaps Gay – she’s known for her unpretentious selections and
deftness at getting a room moving.
Lorna & Aunty Jenny Munro (NSW)
Jenny Munro is an Australian Wiradjuri elder and a prominent activist for the rights
of Indigenous Australians. She has been at the forefront of the fight for Aboriginal
housing at The Block in Sydney, and started the Redfern Aboriginal Tent Embassy.
Lorna Munro is a Wiradjuri/Gamilaroi woman who calls the Redfern/Waterloo area
home. A writer, poet and community organiser, Lorna has been influenced by her
activist parents and many other members of the Black Power Movement.
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Kimchi Princi (NSW)
Kimchi Princi is a rapper and spoken-word artist based in Sydney who
incorporates elements of pop, hip-hop and club to deliver a live set that gets
hearts pumping and booties popping. With lyrics that both slice and heal, Kimchi
Princi has been noted as ‘one of the most culturally relevant musical artists in
Sydney right now’ (ACCLAIM magazine).” Soundcloud - https://soundcloud.com/
kimchiprinci
Rebecca Ross (QLD)
Lives and works on the Gold Coast and would rather be walking on the beach
than writing this bio. Makes things and makes things happen. Currently painting
monochromes, making animated text works and moonlighting as a designer for the
LA team. Her practice explores geography, place, placement and orientation, and
is concerned with mapping the junctures of site, situation and sensation. Founder
of and Artistic Director at The Walls Art Space in Miami, Rebecca works locally and
globally - Rome and Home being being her two favourite places. This catalogue
was designed whilst listening to L7, The Slits, Hole and White Lung amongst
others.
FM[X] DJ Host Sezzo Snot (QLD)
Sezzo Snot fell into DJing by accident and is still stumbling around three years
later. She’s pretty good at philosophy and likes twerking while she DJs, so
that’s raised a lot of questions over the years. Mostly questions about cultural
differences, gender differences, embodied cognition, and optimal booty-short
length.
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Beth Sometimes (NT) and Caroline Anderson (VIC)
Beth Sometimes is a shape-shifting artist who moves between new zealand,
melbourne and central australia thinking about how to be useful and wondering if
usefulness is a useful rubric. art is always there in the ashes and life is happening
in the flames. Caroline Anderson has a party within her person. She writes, draws,
posts, puzzles, listens, sews, collabs, connects dots, & people.
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Salote Tawale (NSW)
Salote Tawale is an artist who works across performance, installation and
photomedia to explore the identity of the individual within collective systems.
Through self-performance, Tawale’s practice draws on personal experiences of;
race, class, ethnicity and gender formed growing up in suburban Australia. Tawale
has exhibited widely throughout Australasia, recently returning from a residency
in Banff Canada and co-authoring an article for the summer edition of Canadian
Art Magazine. A self-proclaimed thigh master (of the chicken variety) Tawale now
turns her focus to the pursuit of bbq flavors.
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Cinnamon Templeton (NSW)
Cinnamon Templeton is a poet, an academic and a tarot reader. They have an
ongoing interest in the work of Jean Genet, currently informing their collaborative
theatre project, Embittered Swish. An emphasis on smuggling in their work renders
them untrustworthy.
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Saba Vasefi (NSW)
Saba Vasefi is a feminist, academic, filmmaker and poet. At the age of 24 she
became one of the youngest lecturers at the Shahid Behshti UniversIty in Iran.
After being banned from lecturing in Iran, she left her home country. She is the
director of the Sydney International Women’s Poetry & Arts Festival, and Asylum
Seekers Centre Ambassador. She was the recipient of an Edna Ryan Award and
was presented with Premier’s Multicultural Community Medal, Arts & Culture.
Danni Zuvela (QLD):
Danni Zuvela is an organiser. With a background in art and cinema history, she
now curates mostly contemporary sound and performance, writes essays, swims
wherever possible and is owned by a cat (Stanley). She works with Rebecca Ross
as the deputy at The Walls Art Space, the Gold Coast’s only contemporary art
space, and together with Joel Stern she directs Liquid Architecture.
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Curators:
Technical Producer:
Marketing and Media:
Designer:
Intern:
Photographer:
Videographer:
Installation:

Danni Zuvela and Frances Barrett
Del Lumanta
Mariam Arcilla
Rebecca Ross
Leila El Rayes
Jek Maurer
Kate Blackmore
Alex Clapham

Liquid Architecture are: Danni Zuvela and Joel Stern (Artistic Directors), Anabelle
Lacroix (General Manager), Jessica Row (Administrator), Mino Peric (Intern) and
many others.
THANK YOU: All the artists, to our fabulous team and the Firstdraft Directorate.
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Partners

Major Supporters

This event is presented by Liquid Architecture in partnership with Firsdraft, and
has been assisted by: the Australian Government through the Australia Council, its
arts funding and advisory body; Creative Victoria; the NSW Government through
Arts NSW; and City of Sydney.
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FM[X] Sydney 2016
Hosted by DJ Sezzo Snot
Gallery 2
Feminist Methodology Machine (2015) Linda Dement
Gallery 3
Murra Burn (2015) Gabi Briggs
FM[X] BBQ powered by Salote Tawale
NIGHT 1 - Blossom & Rust - 1 September
5:30 -10:00pm

NIGHT 2 - Critical Dance - 2 September
5:30 -10:00pm

Lorna & Aunty Jenny Munro
Maysa Abouzeid
Leila El Rayes
Coco Solid
Cinnamon Templeton
Madboots
Feminist Dance Party w Hannah Brontë & Del Lumanta

Evelyn Araluen Corr
Saba Vasefi
Clare Cooper
Chloe Alison Escott
Roslyn Helper
Feminist Dance Party w Kimchi Princi & Matka

Firstdraft: 13-17 Riley Street Woolloomooloo NSW

*

FREE

*

This is an Auslan interpreted event
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